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Let’s buiLd the city together
a CitY BY and for tHe inHaBitants

urbaseN - Villa 261
cité immobilière du golf
guédiawaye - sénégal 

contact : Mr. Pape Ameth Keita, coordinator of urbaseN

urbaseN is a senegalese association that brings together pro-
fessionals working on urban issues. it is committed to helping 
vulnerable populations and works to improve their living condi-
tions.

+221 33 855 80 03
+221 77 505 19 93  
contact@urbasen.org
www.urbasen.org

https://urbasen.org/
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LET’S BUILD THE CITY TOGETHER

a CitY BY and for its inHaBitants

For several years, urbaseN has been pursuing the idea that at the heart of urbanism 

lie human beings.

this association was born from the implementation of a project of participative 

urban planning which started in 2009 in the suburb of dakar in senegal. its crea-

tion resulted from this field experience combined with a reflection of the inhabi-

tants of the suburbs concerning the redefinition of what could and should be the 

city. until then, the construction of the city had been the business of the state and 

the municipality. yet, an essential link in this construction chain was missing: the 

population.

in order to make the voices of the vulnerable inhabitants of the suburbs’ informal 

neighborhoods heard, urbaseN helped found the senegalese Federation of inha-

bitants (Fédération sénégalaise des habitants, Fsh) to represent them. these two 

entities accompany the inhabitants in the definition and implementation of urban 

development projects, placing them at the center of planning decisions. in this 

sense, these two structures work together to promote the emergence of an inclusive 

city in order to combat social inequalities and urban fragmentation. they work tire-

lessly to improve the living conditions of vulnerable populations in senegal’s cities 

in order to provide them with access to decent and sustainable housing.

to achieve this, they regularly develop innovative project approaches to design and 

build a better city together, for and by its inhabitants.
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BRIEF HISTORY

since the late 1980s, the suburbs of dakar have suffered recurrent floods, causing 

considerable damage, particularly in the neighborhoods of djiddah, thiaroye and 

Kao (dtK). For some 20 years, some habitat areas have been flooded for several 

months a year, forcing part of the population to abandon their homes, rebuild them, 

or live in particularly precarious conditions with significant health risks.

 

From 2005 onwards, the state launched an emergency plan, the Jaxaay plan, ai-

med at rehousing flood-affected populations in a new city 30 km from dakar and 

constructing retention ponds on the freed up areas. Very quickly, a part of the popu-

lation rose up against these evictions and mobilized to seek lasting solutions to this 

social, urban and environmental problem.

the populations affected by these floods then set up the urbadtK_1 project with 

the support of the swiss Ngo urbaMonde and a local technical team. the objec-

tive was to establish a program for the restructuring and regularization of irregular 

neighborhoods in the neighborhoods of djiddah, thiaroye and Kao (dtK), focusing 

primarily on the management of water risks through participatory urban planning.

the fight against floods was therefore at the heart of the concerns of the actors 

mobilized around this territorial planning. considerable efforts have been made to 

strengthen local capacity for urban development and water infrastructure in parti-

cular.

subsequently, the project urbadtK_1 gave rise successively to two complementary 

structures: the association urbaseN, and then the senegalese Federation of inha-

bitants (Fsh). the aim was to broaden the geographical and thematic scope of the 

actions in favor of the precarious urban populations.

today, this federation forms the core of a local urban governance that fills a void 

in the city’s construction chain. the expectations and needs of the people in the 

informal settlements were not sufficiently taken into account until now. the Fsh is 

composed of the inhabitants of the precarious districts of dtK as well as the inha-

bitants of neighboring communes and other localities of senegal.

the Fsh has been operating since its inception thanks to the technical support and 

advice of urbaseN, which is, for its part, an association of professionals gathered 

around urban issues.

these two structures are consequently indissociable and together form the two sides 

of the same coin. this proximity is illustrated by the common denominator of their 

visual identity : housing and the community.
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FSH
Fédération Sénégalaise des Habitants
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2007 - First stePs

on behalf of the djiddah thiaroye Kao Association 

collective, djibril diallo contacts the swiss Ngo 

urbaMonde to find sustainable solutions to flood 

problems.

2009 - ProgrAM urbAdtK_1

the program urbadtK_1 is launched. the urbaseN 

team is formed around its coordinator Papa Ameth 

Keita. the headquarters of urbaseN is created in 

the Point e neighborhood.

2013 - ProgrAM urbAdtK_2

the program urbadtK_2 is launched and makes it 

possible to perpetuate the work carried out under 

the program urbadtK_1. the office of urbaseN is 

moved to guédiawaye near the suburbs.

2014 - creAtioN oF the Fsh

the senegalese Federation of inhabitants (Fsh) is 

officially founded. the Fsh is now the privileged 

partner of urbaseN.

2016 - toWArds A citiZeN’s MoVeMeNt

this project, which initiates the partnership 

between urbaseN, Fsh and Plan international, 

aims to support initiatives by inhabitants of the 

suburbs of dakar.

2017 - ProgrAMMe urbAdtK_3

support to the Fsh in strengthening the social 

production of habitat that was initiated within the 

framework of the reconstruction support program 

urbadtK_2.

2017 - KNoW your city

this project aims to mobilize women’s groups 

around the mapping of their neighborhoods in order 

to collect data useful for the development of maps. 

this project is carried out in partnership with sdi.

KEY MILESTONES
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urbaSEN : AN ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSONNELS

Formalized in 2009, the association urbaseN has been developing projects in the 

suburbs of dakar since 2007 already. its activities include urban restructuring, 

land regularization, flood control, reconstruction of housing in disadvantaged areas, 

organization and empowerment of citizen groups for increased participation in the 

management of public affairs.

in particular, the association provides technical support to groups of inhabitants in 

the precarious areas of the cities of senegal. As such, urbaseN is the privileged par-

tner of the Fsh in the implementation of its projects and works to build its capacity 

and its progressive empowerment.

As a technical partner, urbseN is organized around clusters that together accom-

pany the realization of projects intended primarily for the members of the Fsh. 

these clusters are: reconstruction and sanitation, savings, community animation/

development, land tenure/use and communication.

the urban problems of the territories where urbaseN is active are mainly linked to 

the floods. consequently, the work carried out in the field concerns in particular the 

construction of individual sanitation facilities for families such as the installation of 

toilets or the construction of sumps.

the office is currently composed of about fifteen professionals with complementary 

profiles specialized in the field of city planning.

through all its actions, urbaseN is committed to reinforcing the resilience to the 

hydraulic and land risks of the territories and populations of the suburbs. to this 

end, it promotes joint planning of municipalities and contributes to the reconstruc-

tion of housing for the benefit of the most vulnerable inhabitants in order to improve 

their living environment.

the video presentation of urbaseN 

is visible on our website

www.urbasen.org

https://urbasen.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3rVSSClV30&feature=youtu.be
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FSH : A FEDERATION OF INHABITANTS

the senegalese Federation of inhabitants (Fsh) is a federation of savings groups 

– composed mainly of women from the suburbs – founded in 2014 thanks to the 

support of urbaseN.

today, the Fsh has more than 3,000 members, mainly in the suburbs of dakar but 

also in other regions of senegal (3,030 members in July 2017).

the Federation is primarily responsible for community aspects such as information 

sharing, admission of new groups and choice of beneficiaries, within the framework 

of projects related to the improvement of the living environment of the inhabitants 

of the precarious urban areas.

All members of the Fsh save to improve their habitat and the living conditions of 

their families. through saving, it becomes possible to take concrete action to im-

prove the living conditions of the local populations. therefore, each member of the 

Fsh saves within their group and at the level of the federation. savings can be lent 

to other groups / members to carry out their projects, which ensures an equitable 

allocation of resources.

the federation also mobilizes its members as much as possible to make their voices 

heard by the public authorities and work closely with urbaseN to carry out urban 

projects such as sanitation, reconstruction and land regularization.

in 2015, the senegalese Federation of inhabitants became a member of slum 

dwellers international (sdi), one of the largest network of inhabitants of informal 

settlements in the world.

the video presentation of Fsh

 is visible on our website

www.urbasen.org

https://urbasen.org/fsh
https://urbasen.org/
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COMPLEMENTARY MISSIONS wITH A COMMON GOAL

the activities of urbaseN and the Fsh are complementary and pursue a common 

objective, the improvement of the living conditions of the precarious neighborhoods’ 

inhabitants. their respective missions are presented in the table below.

urbaSEN FSH

conduct urban studies, cartographic surveys of informal 

settlements and collect information on neighborhoods and 

their inhabitants.

encourage people in informal settlements to form groups 

and participate in data collection to better understand 

their neighborhood.

design and implement individual and collective sanitation 

works (toilets, sumps, etc.)

create substantial collective savings to enable the develop-

ment of projects to improve the living environment.

strengthen the land tenure security of the inhabitants 

through the issuance of land tenure certificates.

Mobilize members to advocate with public authorities to 

ensure security of tenure in informal settlements.

support and accompany the activities of the Fsh (techni-

cal support and advice).

develop income-generating activities to improve the stan-

dard of living of the inhabitants.

identify urban issues and develop new urban projects. Keep its members informed of the progress of the projects 

and the ongoing reflections on future projects.
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PROJECTS AND MAIN RESULTS  

urbAdtK_1 - urbAN citiZeN PLANNiNg

goALs establish an urban plan and a priority investment 

plan with the local population.

stArt dAte 2010

eNd dAte 2013

FuNders geneva Federation of cooperation (Fgc)

PArtNers urbaMonde, city of djiddah thiaroye Kao (dtK),

gie of regularization and restructuring and

urbaplan

LocAtioN Areas of djiddah, thiaroye and Kao,

department of Pikine

Key Figures (2017) 5,993 irregular cadastral concessions

25 days of participatory workshop

1 retail development plan

1 priority investment plan

1 municipal planning office

the preliminary analysis and diagnosis work initiated in 2007 allowed to create the 

enabling conditions to carry out the urbadtK_1 program. the implementation of 

this program also contributed to the birth of the urbaseN association.

the project was initiated by the inhabitants of djiddah thiaroye Kao (dtK), orga-

nized within the dtK development Associations (cAddtK), which solicited the 

swiss Ngo urbaMonde in support of the improvement of their living conditions, 

especially in relation to flood-related problems. the project made it possible to carry 

out a real urban diagnosis, notably highlighting the complex dynamics of floods, 

which are much more linked to urban planning issues (pumping of water table, 

absence of sanitation network) than to changes in rainfall.

thanks to the setting up of a consultation between public, communal, scientific 

and associative actors, the pumping of the water table could be resumed.

through numerous participatory workshops, the inhabitants were able to unders-

tand the challenges of urban planning for the future of their municipality. they 

formalized their proposals in a «urban plan» and a «priority investment plan».

the project also made it possible to set up a Municipal urban Planning office 

(bMu), the first in senegal, bringing genuine urban planning skills to the munici-

pality. until then, the commune of dtK, although populated by more than 150’000 

inhabitants, did not have a map. urbaseN and the bMu were able to coordinate an 

extensive field survey, enabling more than 6,000 concessions to be identified and 

mapped. 
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this aspect of the urbadtK_1 project is now managed by the technical cluster « 

land tenure/use » within urbaseN.

in 2017, nearly four years after the end of the project, the effects are still clearly 

visible: the bMu continues to operate and is financed by the city council. the map-

ping regularly continues to be updated. the latter is even being formalized through 

the «land security project». the urban and priority investment plans are used by 

the state services to invest in the municipality’s infrastructure, in particular for the 

construction of roads.
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urbAdtK_2 - suPPort For recoNstructioN

goALs to finance the reconstruction of housing for 200 to 

300 families in the precarious neighborhoods of the 

suburbs of dakar and to provide technical support in 

the realization of these projects.

stArt dAte 2014

eNd  dAte 2017

FuNders Fgc, FedeVAco et Altadis

PArtNers Fdh, sdi et urbaMonde

iNterVeNtioN ZoNe Quartiers Areas of djiddah, thiaroye and Kao,

department of Pikine

Key Figuers (2017) 213 financing granted

210 rebuilt and approved houses

3 projects under construction

77 toilets

36 septic tanks

2 wells

109 land certificates issued

the participatory urban plan developed during the project urbadtK_1 proposes a 

series of measures to improve the living conditions of the inhabitants of djiddah 

thiaroye Kao (dtK). While some of these measures, because of their magnitude, 

can only be carried out with state investments, the urbadtK_2 project aims to be a 

support component to civil society in the reconstruction of modest and sustainable 

settlements by the inhabitants themselves.

the objective of the project urbadtK_2 is to enable the reconstruction of more than 

200 houses damaged by the floods, based on the financial capacity of the inhabi-

tants themselves, and thus to strengthen their capacity to take concrete action to 

improve their living environment. it highlights the need for an enhanced organiza-

tion of the inhabitants for the reconstruction of their commune.

this project relies in large part on the senegalese Federation of inhabitants (Fsh), 

which emerged as part of urbadtK_1 with the help of urbaseN. the Fsh is a 

federation of – mainly female – savings groups, structures that are deeply rooted 

in senegal. each group that wishes to join the Fsh must set up a «housing fund», 

resulting from the savings of the members and which allows them to borrow larger 

sums from a rotating fund managed by  urbaseN.

this methodology, inspired by the slum dwellers international network, which sup-

ports federations based on the same principle in more than 30 countries, is now 

operating impressively. More than 200 houses have already been rebuilt, entirely 
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financed by the inhabitants themselves. the solidarity of the groups ensures the 

sustainability of the rotating fund, allowing for the continuation of the reconstruc-

tion process and its extension to other geographical areas.

the project also aims to strengthen the skills of local craftsmen. According to the 

motto «rebuilding is good. rebuilding well is even better! «, the urbaseN construc-

tion team has put in place measures to improve the quality of the work on recons-

truction projects.

one of these measures is to carry out monthly workshops on good practices in 

construction. the objective is twofold: to reinforce the skills of craftsmen mandated 

by the beneficiaries of the urbadtK_2 program while sensitizing the Fsh construc-

tion delegates to the field of construction.

these exchange workshops complete the setting up of a new brick factory designed 

to produce better quality concrete bricks than those currently used on the suburban 

sites.

overall, this series of measures aims to strengthen the sustainability, in the construc-

tive sense of the term, of reconstruction projects in the informal settlements of the 

outskirts of dakar. this “constructive sustainability” is indeed an essential prere-

quisite for the socio-economic sustainability of the urbadtK_2 program.
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urbAdtK_3 - coNsoLidAtioN oF the recoNstructioN Process

goALs Fund and consolidate the process of rebuilding hou-

sing for 400 to 600 families in the precarious neigh-

borhoods of senegal’s cities.

stArt dAte 2018

eNd  dAte 2020

FuNders Fgc, Fedevaco, Fondation Abbé-Pierre, Altadis

PArtNers Fdh, sdi et urbaMonde

iNterVeNtioN ZoNe department of Pikine

Key ActiVities •	 Financing reconstruction: testing the sustainabi-

lity of the Fsh revolving fund

•	 develop the organization of the Fsh: consolidate 

the structures of the Fsh (groups and the office) 

and expand its scope of action

•	 develop local construction: facilitate technical 

assistance to local residents and artisans

•	 represent the inhabitants: develop the control of 

geographic, economic and social information to 

make it a relevant mobilization and negotiation 

tool

urbadtK_3 is a continuation of Phases 1 and 2 of the program. the third phase 

aims to strengthen and sustain the social, financial and technological innovations 

experienced and implemented since 2010 in the suburbs of dakar and to contri-

bute to the change of scale. the challenge is to move from an innovative pilot expe-

rience to a strong citizen organization, based on sustainable and proven strategies 

and mechanisms, able to carry out its activities by and for itself.

 

AXis 1 - to PerPetuAte the rotAtioNAL bAcKgrouNd iNteNded For 

recoNstructioN ANd coNsoLidAte the oPerAtioN oF the Fsh

Phase 3 aims to sustain the revolving fund for reconstruction on a national scale 

in order to allow new families (between 400 and 600) to rebuild their homes sus-

tainably. the improvement of the financial and administrative management of the 

revolving fund as well as the strengthening of the role of the beneficiaries as project 

owner, are therefore at the heart of the process of rebuilding phase 3. Awareness 

and training workshops to savings and repayment of loans will be organized. on 

the other hand, the exchange workshops involving neighborhood craftsmen and 

beneficiaries, set up in phase 2 of the program, will be continued and deepened. 

through these workshops the credit committees will be consolidated and the groups 

of inhabitants will assert themselves as the project owner.
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AXis 2 - ProMotiNg ANd FederAtiNg

the Fsh plans to expand its network and promote its savings and community orga-

nization practices in other regions of senegal. this includes the geographical ex-

pansion of its field of action by establishing itself in other communes of the suburbs 

of dakar victims of the same urban problems. the Fsh also plans to expand in the 

regions of Louga and thies. this dynamic of territorial extension, already underway 

in phase 2, will strengthen citizen mobilization for the sustainable reconstruction 

of housing.

 

AXis 3 - cAPitALiZiNg ANd shAriNg

thirdly, the control of geographical and socio-economic information, as well as the 

capitalization and documentation of the tools and methods developed by the Fsh 

and by urbaseN, will constitute the third axis of phase 3. in the long term, the 

objective is to create an effective citizen tool to support urban policies in the formu-

lation of their response and the conduct of their actions on the ground to improve 

the living environment of disadvantaged inhabitants.
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toWArds A citiZeN’s MoVeMeNt iN PrecArious Neighborhoods oF 

the suburbs oF dAKAr 

goALs support the initiatives of the inhabitants of the su-

burbs of dakar.

stArt dAte 2016

eNd dAte 2018

FuNders european union and civil society in development 

cisu dANiA

PArtNers PLAN international

iNterVeNtioN ZoNe Neighborhoods djiddah thiaroye Kao, Medina gou-

nass and Wakhinane Nimzatt, departments of Pikine 

and guédiawaye

Key Figuers WAitiNg Autonomization of 4 to 8 ocb networks

realization of 40 to 80 microprojects

the project «towards a citizen’s movement in precarious neighborhoods of the su-

burbs of dakar» is co-financed by the european union (80%) and cisu dANidA 

(20%).

the objective of the project is to strengthen the capacity of community-based orga-

nizations (cbos) of dakar suburbs to improve the urban environment. it covers 

three target communes: djiddah thiaroye Kao (dtK) in the department of Pikine as 

well as Wakhinane Nimzatt and Medina gounass in the department of guédiawaye.

the project began on december 1, 2017 for a period of 24 months and has set 

itself the objective of financing micro-projects in the following five priority areas :

•	 Liquid sanitation

•	 Waste management

•	 surface waters regulation

•	 reduction of coastal erosion

•	 urban development

the project responds to a lack of structuring, training, management and communi-

cation in these areas by building on existing cbos, young people, women or other 

actors working to improve neighborhoods. this citizen’s movement aims to federate 

a large number of people who can mobilize their own resources. this project there-

fore focuses on strengthening the collective action capacity of these groups through 

targeted thematic training and their structuring in networks at the local, communal 

and intermunicipal levels in view of fostering the exchange of peer experiences and 

to ensure effective coordination of their actions.
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throughout the suburbs, the project aims to bring these cbo networks together in 

a framework of concerted action, which is essential for a common advocacy of the 

inhabitants of precarious neighborhoods.

together, these cbos will be able to take part in the negotiations with local authori-

ties and position themselves as essential partners in the planning decisions of their 

municipalities. the cbos are indeed a full player in the development of the city.

At the technical level, the action aims at strengthening the autonomy of suburban 

cbos (4 to 8 cbo networks) in order to implement micro-projects (40 to 80) rele-

vant to the improvement of their urban environment. At the economic level, action 

focuses on strengthening collective action capacity and aims to support cbos in the 

management of funds and mobilization of local resources.
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KNoW your city - iNForMer to trANsForM

goALs Mobilize women’s groups around the mapping of their 

neighborhoods in order to collect data useful for the 

development of urban maps.

stArt dAte 2017 (June)

eNd dAte 2017 (August)

PArtNers slum dwellers international (sdi)

iNterVeNtioN ZoNe Medina gounass, department of guédiawaye

Key Figuers (2017) Project in progress, results to come.

in informal settlements of the suburbs of dakar, information is scarce. the maps 

show nothing, or very little.

in partnership with the senegalese Federation of inhabitants (Fsh) and slum dwel-

lers international (sdi), urbaseN conducts a «Know your city» campaign to mobi-

lize women’s groups to map their neighborhoods.

the aim is to create profiles of the different informal settlements of senegal, not 

only to highlight the problems that the inhabitants face, but also to enable them to 

give geographical coherence to their actions and to provide them with a leverage of 

negotiation with authorities.

A «Know your city» pilot campaign is currently underway in the Medina gounass 

commune in guédiawaye (suburb of dakar).

A delegation from sdi, which has already mapped more than 7,700 neighborhoods 

in more than 220 cities around the world, will accompany the process.
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ACTION RESEARCH

in parallel with its technical support and advisory activities to the Fsh, urbaseN 

is developing new technical tools and explores new avenues for projects aimed at 

improving the living conditions of vulnerable populations.

seNegAL FLyiNg LAb

in partnership with Werobotics and the directorate of Flood Areas Management 

(direction de l’Aménagement des Zones d’inondation) based within the Ministry 

of urban renewal, housing and Living environment of senegal, urbaseN is in the 

process of setting up the first competence center of the subregion in areal mapping 

by light drone.

drone technology is a key tool for carrying out detailed surveys of the territory. the 

availability of accurate and up-to-date basic mapping (territorial/geographic) data is 

essential for any process related to land-use and town planning. until now, the tech-

nical solutions (aircraft overflight, acquisition of satellite data) were only accessible 

to actors with considerable financial means, while others had no choice but to rely. 

the cartographic data obtained by drones are of high quality and contribute to the 

process of securing land, an essential step in the regularization of the informal 

neighborhoods of the suburbs of dakar. securing land tenure is an essential step 

towards improving the socio-economic situation and the living conditions of the 

inhabitants.

After a first test flight in April 2017, urbaseN acquired the necessary skills, equip-

ment and legal authorizations to carry out the area mapping autonomously. today, a 

surface of up to 100 hectares can be mapped in one day at a very low cost and with 

a centimeter level accuracy (3 cm / pixel).

the video of this first flight is visible 

on our website

www.urbasen.org

https://urbasen.org/projets/senegal-flying-lab
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the chiLd, the city ANd the iMPortANce oF PLAy

 

As a continuation of the urbadtK_2 program and the actions of urbaseN in the 

field of urban planning, questions related to the development of public spaces 

appear essential. the city is a whole, composed of buildings and open spaces.

our involvement in urban development naturally fits in with our commitment on the 

ground in favor of the precarious urban populations and children in particular. in-

deed, population growth and the rate of urbanization on the African continent have 

reached unprecedented values. the suburbs of dakar do not escape these global 

trends. this observation leads us to pay even greater attention to the cohabitation 

between the different generations in urban areas and the taking into account of the 

needs and expectations of children.

how can the free spaces of informal settlements be made more welcoming, espe-

cially for younger generations who represent the majority of their users? We start 

from the premise that all the children of the world like to play. even so, should play 

areas be set up for them?

the exploratory urban study that we are about to finalize will provide answers to 

these questions and will open perspectives on the design and realization of future 

projects.
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MAIN PARTNERS AND FUNDERS

urbaMonde

urbaMonde is a swiss association committed to helping vulnerable populations in 

the cities of the south in the field of spatial planning. it is working closely with 

urbaseN since the urbadtK_1 project, which started in 2009. this association 

based in switzerland pursues the following objectives :

•	 strengthening the capacity of local actors for the management and develop-

ment of their territory

•	 Promoting the consideration of urban and regional issues in development aid 

policies

•	 supporting balanced, sustainable and inclusive territorial development

slum dwellers international (sdi)

sdi is an international network of federations of women’s savings groups working 

for housing, urban development and improving the conditions of women in general. 

(the network, which emerged in india and south Africa, proposes a methodology of 

community organization, by and for people living in poor neighborhoods.

since April 2015, the Fsh is a member of this network active in more than 30 

countries. it is in collaboration with sdi that the «solidarity financing» component 

of the project urbadtK and the strengthening of the target groups will be developed.

other partners

•	 commune of djiddah thiaroye Kao, dakar, senegal

•	 commune of Médina gounass, dakar, senegal

•	 commune of Wakhinane Nimzatt, dakar, senegal

•	 commune of tomboronkoto, dakar, senegal

•	 directorate of Flood Areas Management (Direction de l’Aménagement des Zones 

d’Inondation) based within the Ministry of urban renewal, housing and Living 

environment of senegal

•	 engineers of the World, Lausanne, switzerland

•	 Plan international

•	 swiss Federal institute of technology, Lausanne, switzerland

•	 urbaMonde France

•	 Werobotics, genève, suisse

•	 urbaplan, planning office, Lausanne, switzerland

•	 transitec, mobility design office, Lausanne, switzerland

•	 geneva industrial services

•	 Fondation Abbé-Pierre

•	 Fondation Altadis

•	 Assoociation brothers of Men

https://www.urbamonde.org/
http://skoll.org/organization/slum-dwellers-international/
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Main funders

•	 Fédération genevoise de cooperation (geneva Federation of cooperation, Fgc), 

switzerland

•	 Fédération vaudoise de coopération (FedeVAco), switzerland

•	 international solidarity service of the canton of geneva, switzerland

•	 city of geneva, switzerland

•	 commune of Meyrin, geneva, switzerland
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THANKS

deAr PArtNers, deAr coLLeAgues,   deAr FrieNds,

Mboolo Moy doolé. unity is strength, and by joining forces, anything is possible.

thanks to your financial and technical support, valuable advice and continued en-

thusiasm, but also thanks to your longstanding commitment, today, a city - by and 

for its inhabitants - is under construction.

years of effort and determination, sometimes raising doubts and challenging ques-

tions, have led to impressive and encouraging results. they are, without a doubt, 

perfectible, but very much tangible. Without you, this would have been possible.

in addition to your commitment, it took us time and patience. We do not build 

houses but communities, and we engage in a continued process that pursues long-

term and lasting goals. Let’s keep up the good work, let’s continue to collaborate!

thanks! djeredjef!

Vibeke brandvolt, cyril royez, yacouba bâ, odile Mazilu, dylan renaudet, Julien 

Waehlti, Flavio Finger, babacar raymond Nbaye, Malick coly, carmen hitz, romain 

Leclercq, Jessica robert, Marie Adelaïde bouquet, ibrahima sané, Nicoulin Augus-

tin, Aissata Mamadou talla, Anne-Laure Langley, Mamoudou Keita, cheikh tidiane 

cissé, Mamadou dieng, Julien Lamberti, Alexia grange, Aissatou siny diop, Alex 

Amiguet, chloé charpentier, François Laurent, Leger benjamin, Pierre borghi, ous-

seynou Ndyaye, clément ose, olivia boutay, Matar dieng, Augustin Nicoulin, timo-

thée Laurens, tomohito okuda, Audrey skryzpeck, Licile Wallez, halie Kampman, 

Nina Poret, Pascal Fontaine, Pierre-Adil Abdelmoula, Pauline delessert, dr bécaye 

diop, gora Ndiaye, seynabou diack, Ndame Ndiaye, Maouia bassiouni, Abdoulaye 

diallo, davis Kamer, Fanny rahmouni, Alexandre Pâris, olivier dalang, Assé cheti-

ma Madou gagi, Lionel chabot, Laetitia houlmann, bea Varnai, Pape Ameth Keita, 

djibril diallo, ibrahima sow, ismaïla diémé, Mamadou thiam, Amadine diagne, 

Magatte diouf, Fatou gueye, Fatou Furtado, Marietou gaye, and of course our top 

chef Awa diémé, indispensable collaborator to the life of the office

Ministère du renouveau 
urbain, de l’habitat et 
du cadre de Vie



urbaseN - Villa 261
cité immobilière du golf
guédiawaye - sénégal 

contact : Mr. Pape Ameth Keita, coordinator of urbaseN

+221 33 855 80 03
+221 77 505 19 93  
contact@urbasen.org

www.urbasen.org

https://urbasen.org/

